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We will work from the base of the mouse to the top; so download this tutorial for project files (registration required), open Mouse_1.jpg and select Image &gt; Rotate Canvas &gt; Flip Horizontal - remember you are watching from above. Cmd/Ctrl + click Clipping 1 Path (in the Paths Palette) to generate the selection, then press Cmd/Ctrl+ J to float the new
layer and select it mouse back external. Generate selection from Clipping 2 and press Delete, then fill the main layer in white. This will be your work file in the first part of the tutorial. The heart of the X-ray machine is a pair of electrodes - cathode and anode - which sits in a glass vacuum tube. Cathode is a heated filament, as you can find in an older
fluorescent lamp. The machine passes through the filament, heating. Heat electrons off the filament surface. Positively charged anode, a flat disc made of tungsten, pulls electrons through the tube. The voltage difference between cathode and anode is very large, so the electrons fly through the tube with a high force. When speed electrons collide with a
tungsten amo, it knocks loose electrons in one of the aomo's lower orbitals. A larger orbital electron immediately enters a lower energy level, releasing its additional energy in the form of photons. This is a large drop, so photons have a high energy level - it's X-ray photons. Free electrons collide with a tungsten aomo, knocking electrons out of lower orbit. A
larger orbital electron fills an empty position, releasing its excess energy like photons. Free electrons can also generate photons without hitting the amom. The nuclear nucleus of the atom can attract speeding electrons just enough to change its course. As the comet whipping around the sun, the electron slows down and changes direction as it speeds past
the aomo. This braking action causes electrons to pass the amount of energy in the form of X-ray photons. Free electrons are attracted to the nucleus of the tungsten atom. As electrons speed in the past, the nucleus changes its course. Electrons lose energy, which it emits as X-ray photons. High-impact collisions associated with X-ray production generate a
lot of heat. The engine rotates the anode so that it does not melt (the electron beam is not always concentrated in the same area). In cool oil, the bath around the envelope also absorbs heat. The entire mechanism is surrounded by a thick lead shield. This protects X-rays from escaping in all directions. A small window panel allows some X-ray photons to
escape the narrow beam. The beam passes through a series of filters on the way to the patient. On the other side of the patient, the camera captures an X-ray light pattern that passes all the way through the patient's body. The X-ray camera uses the same film technology as a conventional camera, but x-ray light turns off the chemical reaction rather than
visible light. (See in this process.) Usually, doctors keep the image of the film as negative. That is, areas that are exposed to more light look darker and areas that are exposed to less light look lighter. A hard material, such as a bone, looks white and the softer material looks black or gray. Doctors can bring attention to various substances, changing the
intensity of the X-ray. Advertising Have you ever had an X-ray taken? X-rays are used to analyze problems with bones, teeth and organs in the human body; detect metal cracks in the industry; and even at airports for baggage screening. However, despite their versatility, the invention of X-rays was not intentional. The scientific and medical community will
forever be embarrassed by the accidental discovery of German physicist Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in 1895. While experimenting with electric currents through glass cathode-ray tubes, Röntgen discovered that a piece of barium platinumocyanide glowed, even though the pipe was inserted into thick black cardboard and was throughout the room [source:
Britannica]. It theorized that some radiation must travel in space. Röntgen didn't fully understand his discovery, so he called it X-radiation for its inexplicable nature. Advertising To test his newly created theory, Röntgen drew his wife's help in her first X-ray photos and captured bone pictures in her hand and her wedding ring, which would become known as
the first röntgenogram [source: Nobel Prize]. He discovered that when emitted completely in the dark, X-rays passed through objects of varying density, making the body and muscles of his wife's hand mostly transparent. Denser bones and a ring left a shadow in a special photographic plate covered with barium platinum. The term X-ray or X-ray is stuck,
although it is still sometimes referred to as the Röntgen radius in German-speaking countries [source: NASA]. Röntgen's discovery garnered a lot of attention from the scientific community and the public. In January 1896, he gave his first public lecture on X-rays and showed the ability of rays to take pictures of bones inside a living body. A few weeks later in
Canada, X-rays were used to find a bullet in the patient's leg [source: Taming rays]. Honorary degrees, medals, street named for his honor and membership of academic societies all followed. Recognition peaked in 1901 with the first Nobel Prize in Physics [source: Nobel Prize]. Röntgen deliberately did not patent his discovery, feeling that scientific progress
belonged to the world and should not be a profit. X-ray technicians, also called radiology technicians or radiologists, prepare patients for X-rays and take and develop X-ray films. As an X-ray technician, you need physical stamina because not only can you need to rotate or lift disabled patients, but you will also spend long hours on your feet. Before you
become an X-ray technician, you can decide the more diagnostic imaging, e.g. Advertising The more procedures you have knowledge of, the better your employability will be [source: GSP]. Here's how to become an X-ray technician: Earn a two-year associate degree in radiology or complete a four-year bachelor's degree program. A bachelor's level program
is necessary if you want to advance in this area and gain an administrative or supervisory position. Healthcare professionals who want to expand their medical knowledge or change career pathways can simply complete a one-year accelerated certification program. Get certified. Certification requirements vary from state to state. Some states require you to
complete an accredited program through which you can earn AART (American registration of radiologists). This can only be done after you have completed your degree or earn a certificate [Source: DegreeFinders]. You must attend continuing training classes every two years in order to maintain your certificate. Once you've been certified, you can start
looking for a job. As an X-ray technician you can work: The HospitalPhysilic OfficeDental PracticeDiagnostic LaboratoryDiagnostic Imaging Center As residents continue to age, job prospects for X-ray technicians are expected to grow faster than the average field [source: GSP]. Foxconn has announced it has invested in the Israeli startup Nanox, producing
futuristic and affordable X-ray machines. In addition to leading a $26 million investment round, the Taiwanese company will also help produce these machines. The X-ray machine, called Nanox.arc, looks pretty cool and weighs only about 70 kg. So, it's very portable compared to traditional X-ray machines, which typically weigh a couple hundred kilograms of
Nanox, said that the idea is to make it affordable when traditional hospitals or clinics are not available. In addition to X-rays, the device will also support other scans, such as CT, mammography, fluoroscopy and angiogram. [Read: Google's New AI Detects Breast Cancer Only By Scanning X-Ray] The machine is connected to the company's proprietary
software Nanox.Cloud, which provides a continuous medical imaging service that offers video storage, radiologists' compliance, online and offline diagnostic overview and annotation, communication with diagnostic assistive artificial intelligence systems, billing and reporting. Ran Poliakine, Founder &amp;&amp; CEO of Nanox, speaking with TNW on the call,
said its goal is to make preventive scans available to more people by making available affordable and portable X-ray machines: Nanox.arc is an affordable X-ray solution that will cost about $10,000. This will help medical authorities invest in other equipment rather than spend thousands and millions of dollars on traditional scanning machines. Poliakine said
the system uses AI for better diagnosis: Nanox's in-house AI works to make the best image available to radiologists using 3D AI - for example, Google's recent model that catches breast cancer via X-rays can help experts make a proper diagnosis. Poliakine added another advantage of this machine so that it can run on and off immediately, unlike traditional
machines. The company aims to start sending the product by the first half of 2020. It aims to ship nearly 15,000 machines over the next two years. Poliakine said a network of more than 15,000 machines will also increase medical research with more than 300,000 images collected daily. At the moment, he said there is a lack of data in the medical AI study, so
Nanox can intervene and provide a lot of data. For more tools, gadgets, and hardware news and feedback, follow Plugged on Twitter and Flipboard. Posted on January 16, 2020 — 12:59 PM UTC
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